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Abstract

Objective: High flow nasal cannula (HFNC) is an evolving respiratory therapy whereby high flow rates of conditioned breathing gas are delivered into the nasal cavity to purge anatomical dead space of CO2 rich expired gas. The aim of this project was to create a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model to evaluate the fluid patterns in the human nasal and pharyngeal cavities with HFNC application, and quantify time to purge for two cannula configurations.

Methods: Three-dimensional geometry of the human airway was used to define the extrathoracic dead space and the two cannula designs tested incorporate large vs small bore nasal prong configurations (Vapotherm, Exeter, NH, USA). The fluid flow simulations were performed using FLOW-3D software, set up for a cannula flow rate of 20 L·min⁻¹ and run until steady state.

Results: Basic flow patterns were similar between cannulae, creating vortices around a central inward flow path. Flow velocity around the vortices was greater with the small prong cannula, resulting in a lower pressure in each region of the nasal and nasopharyngeal space. The calculation of purge time revealed that the small prong nasal cannula was able to clear the nasal, pharyngeal and oral cavities in 2.2 seconds, whereas the large bore cannula required 3.6 seconds (64% longer).

Conclusion: The current CFD data validate that a smaller bore nasal prong facilitates the purge action, which is related to velocity and dynamic energy induced by the tighter prong nozzle as opposed to the lesser occlusion of the nares.
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Introduction

High flow nasal cannula (HFNC) is an evolving respiratory therapy modality based on delivering high flow rates of humidified respiratory gas to a patient's nasal cavity through a nasal cannula. These high flow rates were demonstrated to improve breathing efficiency by purging anatomical extrathoracic dead space of expired gas, and creating anatomical reservoir of enriched inspiratory gas [1,2]. With proper conditioning of the delivered gas to near 100% relative humidity and body temperature, the administration of these high flow rates is accomplished without drying and subsequently damaging the nasal tissues [3-5]. Animal studies indicate that cannula design influences the physiologic impact [6], but little is known about the fluid movement patterns in the human nasal cavity and pharyngeal space with HFNC application.

Evidence suggests that the mechanisms of action for HFNC include purging nasal, pharyngeal and oral dead space (extrathoracic dead space) [7], reducing inspiratory resistance, improving conductance and pulmonary compliance [8], providing mild positive distending pressure [9-11] and restoring mucociliary function through rehydration [12,13]. By reducing dead space, we can reduce the minute ventilation (V̇e) needed to accomplish adequate alveolar ventilation (V̇a) and therefore reduce work of breathing. Dead space elimination tactics have been used for years in the form of tracheal gas insufflation [14,15] and transtracheal oxygen delivery [16], which rely on tubes placed in the trachea and are therefore more invasive. In recent years, advancements in heated humidification devices have made it possible to accomplish ventilation by way of dead space elimination using a non-invasive nasal cannula.

Our preclinical physiologic research demonstrated that a less occlusive prong design provided for better physiologic efficacy, and did so at lower flow rates with less resulting airway pressure development. Whereas these data do confirm the hypothesis that the principle mechanism of action in high flow nasal insufflation is purging anatomical dead space, these results also indicate that cannula design may play an important role. Among other points of value in understanding cannula design, the effects of cannula prong size in terms of occlusion of the nares is important relative to differentiating HFNC delivery system design specifications.

The goal of the current study was to create a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model to better understand the dynamics of nasal cannula delivered respiratory gas flow through the nasal cavity and pharyngeal space. Furthermore, we aimed to evaluate two cannula designs that incorporate large vs small bore nasal prong configurations to determine which would be optimal for utilizing HFNC as a ventilatory support modality. We hypothesized that the small bore nasal prong cannula would lead to a more rapid flush of the extrathoracic airway.
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Methods

The CFD method was used as a powerful numerical technique for the study of flow patterns in systems with complex geometries and those in which measurements cannot easily be carried out. In performing the CFD analysis, the first step was to create a realistic representation of the physical geometry of the system, and then discretized it to small elements that, in their entirety, form the computational domain or “mesh”. In the next steps, suitable mathematical equations describing the nature of the flow were selected and applied to each mesh element. The boundaries of the system are defined, and the flow conditions at the inlets and outlets are specified. A state of the art CFD software package (FLOW-3D, Flow Science Inc., Santa Fe, NM, USA) was used to provide a selection of computer-aided design (CAD) and meshing features, along with a model library corresponding to various flow characteristics, and optimized numerical solvers that provide accurate solutions.

Study design and flow conditions

The three-dimensional geometry of the human airway (Figure 1A) was obtained in stereolithography (STL) format from Flow Science, and was transferred to FLOW-3D®. The geometry STL file was tested to FLOW-3D®. The geometry STL file was that of a small adult based on anatomical size references and captured all germane anatomical features, including the nasal concha associated with the lateral walls, with the exception of an incomplete nasal septum. The anatomical feature of a nasal septum was added to the geometry for accuracy, and was consistent with accepted anatomical references. A box representing the outside environment was attached to the geometry so that there would be no outside influence on the fluid dynamics that were calculated to occur within the nasal and oral anatomy.

The simulation was set up for a flow rate of 20 L·min⁻¹ and was run until a steady state solution was obtained. The flow rate of 20 L·min⁻¹ was chosen because the geometry was related to a small adult, whereas 20 L·min⁻¹ is on the low end of appropriate flow rates for HFNC. Therefore, choosing this flow rate would ensure that the purging effect was not saturated, thus limiting the ability of the model to detect an influence of cannula design. A statistical analysis was performed on the results to obtain purge time (flow residence time in the nasopharyngeal volume).

Two nasal cannula configurations were tested, as shown in Figure 1B and 1C. The small bore nasal cannula design had a nasal prong diameter of 0.170 in (4.318 mm) at the tip, which determined the radius of the gas nozzle, and 0.203 in (5.161 mm) at the base which influences the degree to which the cannula occluded/obstructed the nasal openings (nares). The large bore cannula design has a diameter of 0.223 in (5.668 mm) at the tip and 0.305 in (7.747 mm) at the base. It should be noted that the small bore design was configured to deliver flow to the nasal prongs from two directions via two connecting tubes which converged at a small diameter reservoir from which the prongs emerged, while the large bore cannula was configured to deliver flow to the nasal prongs from one direction using a larger diameter connecting tube.

Flow 3D® model parameters

A low Mach number single fluid model was defined in FLOW-3D. This is a weakly-compressible fluid model wherein full compressibility in the equations of motion is not considered and does not capture acoustic phenomena that happen at high Mach numbers (above 0.3). However, the dependence of gas density to pressure according to the ideal gas law is considered.

A standard k-epsilon model was used to describe turbulence. A second order discretization was applied as advection scheme. The units for length, mass and time were inches, grams and seconds, respectively. The simulation was run with double precision option to ensure a higher level of numerical accuracy.

CFD methodology

The fluid flow simulations were performed using FLOW-3D general-purpose high fidelity CFD software. The geometry was imported in FLOW-3D as a stereolithography (STL) model. A computational multi-block mesh was constructed using 6 blocks and a total of 2,480,500 grid cells. FLOW-3D incorporates a special technique, known as the FAVOR® (fractional area volume obstacle representation) method, which is used to define general geometric regions within the rectangular grid. The philosophy behind FAVOR™ is that numerical algorithms are
based on information consisting of only one pressure, one velocity, one
temperature, etc., for each control volume, so it would be inconsistent
to use much more information to define the geometry. Thus, the
FAVOR™ technique retains the simplicity of rectangular elements
while representing complex geometric shapes at a level consistent with
the use of averaged flow quantities within each volume element. The
simulation was performed with an eight-processor computer. The two-
equation k-epsilon turbulent model was used to calculate the turbulence
characteristics of the flow in incompressible conditions.

The generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method was used for
pressure calculation from the linear system of continuity equations
throughout the domain. Using GMRES, the system of equations is
solved simultaneously throughout the domain by an iterative technique.

The simulation was carried out in two stages:

Steady state flow calculation (stage 1): In the first stage of
the simulation, a steady state solution was obtained by solving the
continuity, momentum and turbulence model equations for each cell of
the computational mesh until a fully converged solution was obtained.

Particle injection and purge time calculation (stage 2): After a
steady state solution was achieved, the velocity field was "frozen" by
disabling the continuity, momentum, and turbulence equations. Then,
a set of marker (virtual) particles was injected at the flow inlet. The
particles were tracked until sufficient time was passed during which
99.9% of the particles left the domain. Using a detailed post-processing
procedure, the residence time distribution of the particles was calculated
at 0.2 second time intervals. The normalized curves illustrating the
incremental and cumulative fractions of residence time distribution
versus particle residence time were plotted.

Results

The steady state flow modeling demonstrated a grossly similar
pattern of flow behavior with both cannula configurations. The images
in Figure 2 show the flow patterning, by depicting travel time, between
the small bore nasal prong cannula design and the large bore nasal
prong cannula design. In each nasal cavity, separated by the nasal
septum and supplied by an individual nasal cannula prong, upper and
lower vortices were formed around a central inward flow stream. The
flow in these individual nasal cavities converged in the nasopharynx
to create one flow path exiting through the oral cavity. A noticeable
exception between the cannula configurations is that the small prong
cannula resulted in a third, smaller and anterior vortex on each side of
the nasal septum.

In the CFD figures presented in this paper, the flow pattern from
the small prong cannula is shown in only one of the two nasal cavities
for simplicity. The model was run using both nasal prongs, but the flow
from each prong was by design identical given the configuration of the
cannula. However, because the larger prong cannula design had flow
reaching the cannula prongs from only one direction, flow patterns are
shown on both sides of the nasal septum to elucidate dissimilarities
resulting from differing flow rates between the two cannula prongs.

Velocity vectors and velocity magnitude

The velocity vectors are depictions that demonstrate the
directional flow in the cavity. As again confirmed in Figure 3,
both cannula designs demonstrate the same general pattern of flow,
with a superior and inferior vortex generation. A notable difference was
that the small anterior vortex seen with the small bore nasal prongs
was associated with a slight entrainment of room air through the nose
around the cannula prongs. Conversely, the large bore nasal prongs
were shown to generate a slight retrograde nasal flow, exiting around
the outside of the prongs. Velocity magnitude, presented in Figure 3 as
in-sec^{-1}, was greater around the vortices with the smaller prong cannula.

Strain rate and turbulent kinetic energy

The profiles for strain rate and turbulent kinetic energy look very
similar throughout the nasal cavity for each cannula design. Strain rate,
plotted in reciprocal of seconds (sec^{-1}), can be multiplied by viscosity
to give shear stress, representing the jetting forces on the nasal walls.
Because viscosity is consistent throughout, strain rate alone is sufficient
for this analysis.

As shown in Figure 4, with the small bore cannula the strain rate
is absorbed within the gas layers and does not impact the walls of the
nasal cavity. The strain rate resulting from the large bore cannula tip
does impact the nasopharyngeal walls, presumably a function of the
wider jet stream having a closer proximity. Nonetheless, the strain was
marginal.

Figure 2: Flow Patterning and Travel Time. These flow modeling output frames represent the flow path and travel time for the small bore nasal prong cannula
configuration (A) and the larger bore prong configuration (B). A cluster of particles was sent through the system and the color intensity represents the duration of
time that the particles remain in the system. The smaller prong configuration was associated with the particles passing through more rapidly, spending less time in
the system. Both cannulae resulted in a flow pattern with superior and inferior vortices encapsulating a central inward flow path on each side of the nasal septum,
although the small bore cannula created a third vortex anteriorly.
Pressure contours

As shown in Figure 5, CFD modeling demonstrates that pressure is not consistent throughout the airway or within any one region of the airway with HFNC application. Pressure is greater in every region of the nasal cavity with the large bore prongs, and the single sided feed to the large bore prong configuration resulted in a slight imbalance in flow between the two sides of the nasal cavity (disparity between the prongs) that is most notable in the pressure presentation.

Figure 5 shows the contours for airway pressure. The graph presents values for the largest area of uniform pressure in each CFD output region, moving anterior to posterior-inferior. Pressure associated with the small bore cannula ranged from a low of -133 gf·sq in \(^{-1}\) (-21
cmH₂O) just inside the nares, followed by a transient upward deflection associated with the anterior vortex, before rising in the pharyngeal region to +74 gf·sq in⁻¹ (+11 cmH₂O) in the laryngopharynx. For the large bore cannula, pressure ranged from -66 gf·sq in⁻¹ (-10 cmH₂O) in the right-side mid-nasal region (proximal to the connecting tube) to +62 gf·sq in⁻¹ (+10 cmH₂O) in the laryngopharynx. The smaller prong cannula resulted in a negative pressure value for most of the nasal cavity, becoming positive posteriorly where the flow converges in the pharyngeal region. Hence, with the small bore prongs air is entrained through the nose contributing to a slightly greater bulk flow through the airway. Pressure is positive at the nares with the larger prongs, resulting in a slight retrograde flow through the nose.

**Particle injection, travel time and purge time calculation**

The images in Figure 2 also depict flow travel time between the small bore nasal prong cannula design (Figure 2A) and the large bore nasal prong cannula design (Figure 2B). The color intensity represents the time that each particle is in the system, and the greater color array associated with the large bore prong cannula design indicates that the particles are taking longer to pass through the system.

Results of the purge time assessment are shown in Figure 6. The small bore cannula design resulted in almost one-half of the particles passing through the system in the first 0.4 seconds, whereas particles from the large bore cannula design did not start to emerge until after the first 0.4 second period. The small bore cannula design reached 99.9% particle emission by 2.2 sec and the large bore cannula design did not accomplish this milestone until 3.6 sec, taking 64% longer to purge the cavity of the particles.

**Discussion**

The goal of the project was to create a CFD model to evaluate the performance of two nasal cannula designs for HFNC therapy. The hypothesis was driven by pre-clinical animal studies that suggest that cannula design, primarily focused on nasal occlusion related to outer diameter of the prong, can dramatically impact effectiveness of purging extrathoracic dead space [6]. The current CFD data agree with the findings of Frizzola et al. [6] that a less occlusive prong facilitates this purge action. However, the current findings reveal that the impact is more related to dynamic energy induced by the greater velocity from the tighter prong nozzle as opposed to the lesser occlusion of the nares.
The clinical approach for dead space purge techniques originates with tracheal gas insufflation within an endotracheal tube to wash CO₂ rich gas from the airway during exhalation [17]. Conceptually, there is a finite amount of time (late stage exhalation and end-expiratory pause) to purge the space, and a finite amount of dead space volume that can be purged. As flow is increased, more of the volume can be purged until flow is sufficient to purge all of the volume in the allotted time, after which additional flow produces no additional effect. Frizolli et al. [6] expanded this concept to purging the extrathoracic dead space with a nasal cannula, showing that a single prong cannula design that occluded no more than 50% of the nares was more effective at a lower flow, and with lower resulting airway pressure, compared to a more occlusive prong design [6]. This single prong cannula design also produced two-fold the velocity at the cannula tip, compared to the conventional 2 prong cannula, at each matched flow rate.

The two cannula designs tested here were the commercially available Vapotherm regular adult cannula (Vapotherm Exeter, NH, USA; the smaller prong cannula), and a larger bore cannula design that was conceived by Vapotherm but never made commercially available pursuant to these data. Note that this larger bore cannula design is not as large as some cannulae that have been commercially available with other HFNC systems. A flow rate of 20 L·min⁻¹ was chosen for the model because this flow rate should be low enough to avoid saturating the purge effect and allow resolution to differentiate between the cannula purge times. This determination of flow rate was derived by extrapolating a minimum HFNC flow rate from the standard formula for predicting effective inspired oxygen fraction from a low flow oxygen cannula [18]. This extrapolation defines the flow rate where an oxygen cannula (delivering pure oxygen) would result in an effective inspiratory oxygen fraction of 1.0, as being 25 L·min⁻¹. The geometry for airway anatomy used in this model was originally derived from a human scan, and therefore proportionally correct.

The basic flow patterns were similar for both cannula designs, encapsulating a central inward flow path between upper and lower vortices on each side of the nasal septum. However, the time required to purge the nasal cavity was divulged as a function of flow energy to clear these vortices, and this is where a divergence between cannula performances was noted. Gas flow velocity was greater around the vortices with the small cannula, resulting in an addition anterior vortex. This is a function of the greater velocity from the tip of the smaller cannula; i.e., the same flow in L·min⁻¹ being delivered through a smaller cross-sectional area equates to a greater velocity. There was also a slightly greater bulk flow with the smaller prong cannula related to the slight entrainment air, versus the retrograde nasal flow seen with the larger prong cannula. This minor entrainment versus retrograde nasal flow seen with the two cannula designs would not result in a meaningfully dilution of the cannula delivered gas, but does underscore a marked change in flow dynamics between cannula designs.

An important question in the analysis for strain rate that pertains to tissue shear forces, is whether the jetting effect from the cannula tip resulted in undue shear on the airway mucosal tissue. While both cannula designs showed a similar strain rate, most of the strain was absorbed between gas laminae. This projection of elevated strain on the mucosa seen only with the large bore cannula is presumably a function of the closer proximity to the wall. Regardless, even in the case of the large bore cannula, shear does not appear to be of a sufficient magnitude to result in acute damage.

The question of airway pressure generation is a common concern among users of HFNC. Interestingly, these data show that pressure is negative, albeit slightly, throughout most of the nasal cavity with the small prong cannula, becoming positive posteriorly where the flow streams converge in the pharynx. Pressure is greater in every region of the airway with the larger prong cannula, resulting in a positive pressure in the most anterior region of the nasal cavity, and thus retrograde flow through the nose. The negative pressure in the anterior region of the nasal cavity seen with the smaller prongs resulted in the slight entrainment of air. The mild positive pressure noted in the pharyngeal region would be diminished during an inhalation by the patient, but apply mild expiratory resistance similar to the pursed lip breathing maneuver used by some chronic respiratory patients to control shortness of breath [19].

The CFD model used was static in that breathing (inhalation/ exhalation) was not simulated within anatomical geometry. The rationale for using the static model was the primary objective of measuring time to purge the extrathoracic dead space, which would then be reset with each patient breath. By not accounting for breathing, the model was able to quantify purge times longer in duration than the respiratory cycle.

The smaller prong cannula design cleared the extrathoracic dead space within 2.2 seconds, whereas the larger prong design required 3.6 seconds. These values for purge time are very meaningful relative to human physiology, given that the expiratory period in a normally breathing adult would be 3.3 seconds (considering 12 breaths per minute and an inspiratory time fraction of 0.33), and would be less in an adult experiencing respiratory distress as breathing frequency increases. Therefore, at the flow rate of 20 L·min⁻¹, the small prong cannula design would have been able to purge the extrathoracic dead space between breaths. Conversely, the large bore cannula design would not be as effective and would require additional flow to accomplish the same objective. These data also support the supposition introduced in the Methods section that 25 L·min⁻¹ would be a starting point for HFNC therapy in a distressed adult.

Limitations
This model is computational for one set of airway geometries and cannula positions. Actual variations from person to person with regard to airway geometry, as well as cannula positioning, may influence the reported flow parameters. This study used a static model that did not account for breathing, and while chosen for reasons discussed herein, did not account for expiratory flow from the lungs.

Conclusions
The CFD model developed for this project was useful in characterizing flow patterns and purge time with two cannula designs for HFNC administration. Moreover, this model can support development of advanced cannula configurations, and herein defined flow velocity as a primary factor for accomplishing purge of the upper airway. Herein, the smaller prong configuration resulted in a faster purge of extrathoracic dead space for a given flow, compared to the larger prong configuration (28% faster at 20 lpm). Therefore, the smaller bore prongs can accomplish the objective of HFNC therapy (i.e., complete extrathoracic dead space purge within the window of time between breaths) at a much lower flow rate than the larger bore prongs. These data are in agreement with the results of the physiologic research indicating that smaller prongs give better efficacy at a lower flow rate with lower resultant airway pressure. However, the current findings suggest that this difference is related to dynamic energy induced by the greater velocity from the tighter prong nozzle, as opposed to a lesser occlusion of the nares.
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